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 Quick, Easy, Simple Queries in 
Millennium/Sierra
 Preliminary, But Easy Excel Setup and 
Practices
 Useful, Easy Functions
 (Easy?) Questions
 What follows is intended for those who consider 
themselves to have some knowledge of Excel, 
but do not consider themselves to be experts
◦ if, for example, you know how to create Macros, this 
may not be the presentation for you.
 These are the practices and tips I’ve found 
useful. Some may know of other, maybe better 
ways to do some things in Excel
 These are just SOME tips, practices, functions, 
intended for those who want to generate reports 
or compile statistics.

What could be problematic with the following?
 I want to find bibliographic monograph print records in our system 
from this fiscal year that do NOT have order records. I write:
bib mat type=a and bib level = m and cat date between 7-1-2012 and 
6/30/2013 and bib does not exist to order 
 I want to find the number of checkouts of books in N for FY12  I 
write:
INDEX LC/NLM between N and O. ITEM  LOCATION  starts with  "S"    
AND ORDER  ODATE  between  "07-01-2012"and "04-22-2013" 
 How would I find out how many monographs in Special Collections 
have an imprint date between 1800 and 1900? 
 Keep queries as short and simple as possible –
let Excel do the work for you
 The longer and more complex the query, the 
greater the risk of missing data
 Of course, depends on size of holdings, number 
of empty review files, and size of review files
 Export as much data as you can – you can always 
get rid of what you don’t need in Excel
 Save queries and exports that work well

 I want to examine order records for all of our 
electronic resources in Millennium / Sierra
Query:
Order Query
ORDER  FORM  equal to  "e"    OR BIBLIOGRAPHIC  
MARC Tag 856  has  "http"    OR BIBLIOGRAPHIC  
MARC Tag 956  has  "http”
 Export as much information as you can from 
order and bib records. Why? Because later, 
eliminate what you don’t need in Excel
 Get ASAP Utilities! http://www.asap-utilities.com
◦ Why? Many commonly used formulas in Excel are built in, 
such as for concatenating, equations. Formatting is 
extremely easy, such as for for alpha case, dates, cells. 
Trimming cells – no more trim right, left. Deduping. And 
much, much more
 Put data in Tables. Cntrl + N + T
◦ Why? Easy for filtering, adding columns, inserting a 
formula in a column
 Have a Word Doc, Text File, or other Word 
Program open
◦ Why? Every time you figure out how to do something in 
Excel, write it down. 
 Create a KEY worksheet
Why?
This can document the query you ran, and what exactly is contained 
within your Excel file.
You can also document what you did within the worksheets – e.g. what 
formulas you ran, what filters you created. Etc.
 Create a MASTER worksheet
Why?
You can copy this spreadsheet, but keep the MASTER 
intact in case, on future work, you lose or forget a step 
you did
Advantages to Index-Match to VLookup:
 Index-match is more flexible and faster than vlookup
 Vlookup’s data range is limited to a table
 Vlookup always searches the leftmost column of the 
specified table to find the lookup value
 Vlookup provides a very limited approximate match 
feature
 Vlookup can provide false results if the table is not 
sorted in ascending order
 Index returns the value at the intersection of a row 
and column in a given range
 Match returns a position of an item in an array that 
matches a value
IMPORTANT POINT! Copy-and-
Paste worksheets and formulas. Do 
NOT cut-and-paste
 I went through the order, item, bib, 
checkin records, etc. and created what 
I call ‘translation tables’
 Next, I created this formula:
=INDEX(ordAcqType!$B$2:$B$13, 
MATCH(L2,ordAcqType!$A$2:$A$13,0
))
 I copied this formula, and adjusted 
the range of the translation table for 
subsequent tables: $B$13 AND $A$13
 I also adjusted the name: ordAcqType!
 Create a column 
alongside codes
 Plug in corresponding 
formula
 Adjust that “L2” you saw 
earlier to correspond 
with the column you’re 
translating
 Use copy-paste special 
in new column – so 
content isn’t formula-
dependent
Recommendations:
 Explore ASAP Utilities – can save you time, 
especially in regards to formulas, 
calculations, cleanup
 Document what you do in Excel
 Create KEY worksheet – beneficial to you and 
your audience
 Set up translation tables and use with index-
and-match. Again, beneficial to your 
audience

Why?
 Easy to create
 Easy to experiment with
 Quick, easy calculations. Quick, easy graph 
creation
 Easy to sort


What?
 Quick snapshot of data from multiple columns
Why?
 Easy way to see data over time
 How
1. Put at end of column when you have multiple 
columns of data
2. Insert  line 
3. For date range, select all the rows in order that 
contain values to capture 

Why?
 Common to want to see differences between titles, or data
How?
1. put data in column 1 and column 3
 create empty column between the 2
2. put formula in the middle column
 =IF(ISERROR(MATCH(A2,$C$2:$C$5,0)),"",A2)
3. start with 1st cell that has data -- this is your A1
4. $c$5 is the very last cell that has data
5. For TEXT, use ASAP utilities to trim cells, eliminate characters 
such as &, -, and articles such as ‘the,’ ‘a,’ ‘an’ 
6. Also for TEXT, make case uniform
 N.B. In running this formula, you want to compare the LONGER 
list to the SHORTER list (i.e. “A2” should be for the long list, 
$C$2 should be for the short list)

Why?
 To see, for example, multiple orders on one bib 
record
How?
1. Highlight the column where you want to find 
duplication
2. Go to Home  conditional formatting
3. Highlight cell rules  duplicate values
4. Select the format and color 
5. Do advanced sort:
◦ First, by color, then by record number

Why?
 If your target audience wants to easily navigate to record in system
How?
1. Create a new column alongside the one with the URLs
2. In the first cell, use this formula: =hyperlink(b2) [‘b2’ being the first 
cell with the hyperlink]
3. Paste for remainder of column
4. Create another new column
5. Copy the new hyperlinked column
6. Paste special – values and number formats. Shortcut keys are: alt + H, 
V, S, U
NOTE: Remember to copy and paste special, value only. Otherwise, cells 
are reliant on formula created for them. For Hyperlinks, follow step 6 
here
 How to convert roman numerals to numbers (useful if 
dealing with older material)
1. You have in cell A1 MCMXI
2. In the adjacent cell, the formula is: 
=MATCH(A1,ROMAN(ROW(INDIRECT("1:3999"))),0)
3. HOWEVER, rather than hit "enter" on your keyboard, you hit 
cntrl + shift + enter
4. if you have these roman numerals in several rows, you can copy 
this formula and just paste from that point forward. 
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All generated by highlighting parts of prior workbooks in Excel file, 
and choosing ‘Insert Chart’ function in Excel, then saving to new 
worksheet
What NOT to do:
 avoid trendlines
 avoid background colors
 don't use unnecessary legends; they take up too much room
 avoid unnecessary shading, fancy formatting
 reduce noise -- delete grid lines; use data labels instead
 remove axis labels, especially if you're using data labels 
 What to do:
 For line charts, start at zero. Plot 2 data sets
 Use data labels rather than axis grids
 Space bars in a bar graph
 Abbreviate common labels, such as months or days of week
 Use nesting labels when you can
When you have an additional plot point you want 
to put in a chart, but its numbers vary drastically 
from the other chart data
1. Go to Chart Tools – Layout – Axis
2. Choose either Vertical or Horizontal
3. Experiment with one to choose (e.g. Under 
Pivot chart Tools, select Layout, and then 
under Axes, select Primary Vertical Axis, and 
‘show axis with log scale)
THE END – QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU
 Pivot Table Guy – in youtube
 https://plus.google.com/116259010624364098598
/posts
 https://www.youtube.com/user/PivotTableGuy
 https://www.udemy.com/excel-dashboard/
 Microsoft Excel Dashboards & Reports, 2nd Edition 
(2013). M. Alexander & J. Walkenbach
